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ManWith
Williams Urges
Community
Participation

Comedian, author, lecturer, actor,
humanbeing, Dick Gregory is a man with
a message. A message of freedom and
equality. A message about the need to
close the gap between what is, and what
ought to be. He knows what it is to spend
time in iail for protesting against inequa-
lity and evil. He’s marched in more de-
monstrations and has worked harder for
tile rights of Black people and youngpeople
as a whole, than any other entertainer
in America. More than a comentator,
more than an author, more than a come-
dian, he is soldier in a war against hatred
and bigotry. His weapons include a com-
plete dedication ~f his talent and a razor
sharp sense of r.umor; his home is inf
five suit cases, a garment bag and a tape
recorder, tie lives en route, stopping to
do countless benefits , delivers church
sermons, lobbies in Washington and speaks
at colleges and universit%,s all over this
"o:mtry.

He publistled ser,,al bo~)ks., ltis most
recent book No M~)re Lies, The Game
Is t)ver, is a very penetrating story of
the ru)qhs that teud to g()~ern and delude
ilSo

Tuesday Oct 7. it ~as an honor for
uo to ha,e Dick ~re~ury to appear acre
at UCSD before a "packed house." He
is the first of a series of guest speakers,
part of the Mandeville Lecture Center
series. Dick Gregory spoke over three
hours on a series of issues such as:
1. Government wire taps
2o Massive cover-up by CIA, FBI and
Pentagon
3. World Food Shortage
4. Economy
5. CIAinvolvement inthe assassinatlonsoI
John and Bobby Kennedy and other poli-
tical leaders

6. Recent Research about the assassi-
nation plot of Martin Luther King

¯ M h’fl: (;rcgor~ ,,he+s,, a (’IA l)h()l(), ’,nl)p()sctll5 
Ilur~c) ()s~ul(I. Ilossc+cr, lop ri~hl I)h) +s-nl) rt.x t.aI,
lhtll lln,re i,, a dimple inissii+~ from (),,~:il(l’,, t’hill. I’~t’t
l)()lloln riltht]

7. Behavior Modification Center in Vaca-
ville, California where all members of
the S.LoA. worked or visited at one time
Dr ~.n o[ile i’

8. Recent photographs that link Watergate
to Dallas
9. Recent attempt on Ford’s life
100 Vegetarianism

Speaking to the audience, Gregory said
"Everything in this country betweeu 1942-
70 has increased in its value, including
a whore, popcorn, and sodapop, except
the value of a dead American scldier."

"What’s wrong?"
Gregory continued, "We need legis-

lation to push through to say that any
Military Service person in America, that
died in hostile activity, their families and
loved ones should get a minimum of
50,000.00 plus the cost of burial from

’,.2)
t

Federal c~¢)~,ertime[d for the re~t ()I tt,~ir
lives." Gregory wen( (m t,~ ~ay "I’m
tired uf ~eeing the F)uponts, Mellol~s,
i~ockateller’s ,hake mul[i-mli~tcm e, ollars
a day hustling wars, and the people that
lose loved orles can’t get a quarter!"

Anytime "You can wave a flag toget
your young men at the front line of battle
and you can’t wave that same flag when
they colne home shot up) and injured
up, unemployed that ain’t no flag you
waving baby, that’s a Rag and don’t you
ever forget that." Throughout the lec-
ture, Gregory reminded the audiencetheir
minds are being programmed 24 hours a
day. In closing, Gregory reminded the
young people in the audience that we’ve
got a big job and there is nothing wrong
with the U.S. Constitution.

EOP BILL POURS 2.2 MILLION
INTO EOP PROGRAMS

The recruitment of new Black students
to UCSD has been a longstanding concern
of Brothers and Sisters on this campus.
Our concern dates back to the mid-sixties,
when the whole question of Black access
to public resourcesandfacilities wasbeing
raised. And even nov, in the "silent
seventies," a few of us are still raising
our voices in an attempt to give larger
numbers of our own, the opportunity to
surmount the impasse of ignorance. Edu-
cation is not all we question, but surely
we’ must be present in order to even con-
sider askin¢.

A result of the abuve-mentioned concerns
were manifested in a bill recently signed
into law by Governor Brown. This bill
allocates 1.1 mllliondollars, ona matching
basis with the University, to existing EOP
programs (total 2.2 million) for the re-
cruitment and financial assistance of un-

der-represented groups. According to
Judy Samuelson of the UC Student Lobby,
half of the funds viii be used to strengthen
recruitment, and the other half viii be
used for financial assistance of the re-
cruited students. This meansthat recruit-
ment programs on all of the nine campuses
are to be beefed up in line withthe recom-
mendations made in a report to the UC
President by a Student AfAc Task Force.
One major recommendation called for the
involvement of students in the recruit-

ment process as field recruiters.
At UCSD, EOP is presently seeking

to establish a mechanism for student in-
volvement, but reports from that office
indicate possible budgetary obstacles from
the Student Affairs administration. Last
year a group of concerned students from

BSU. MECHAp AASA. UNA and the Vet-
erans Coalition, were informed that stu-

dent recruiters would be hired. We hope
that this will not be another case of ad-
ministrative verbal appeasement and that
the recommendations of the Affirmative
Action Task Force will not be ignored.
However, this is a very real possibility.
And so we must continue to struggle to
see our goals realized. But then we all
know what happens to a dream deferred.

The City Council would seek out com-
munity reaction before it confirrns the ap-
pointment of a new Chief of Police unclel
a proposal submitted ()n Oct 3 by Count.l-
man Leon Williams.

The proposal wouhl establish a Coun-
cil Policy outlining the procedure by whi,q
the Council shall confirm the City Mann.
ger’s appointment of a Chief of Police

The City ’Manager is currently conducti~i
a search for new Chief of Police to fil
the post left by the resignation ot Rat
Hoobler. h is being temporarily fill,¢t
by acting Chief William Kolen(ter

If approved, tile Council’s Put)lie Se 
viees and Safety C,m~mittee would cond~ t
a series of at leas( three pubtic he:win .~
in vari,)us locati.it-; through(>ut the C i y
for tile sc,le purpose of seeking c()[ll:]] ihil 

e,+,mments uti tile ( hief+ff Police desigiaite.
The Coirlnlittee shall report it~ fi~,lilitts
;tlld rec():lllli~Hltlaiit)lU; t£! tlle {, ,Jtlntil IlO

later than thr,,t-, wcekx after ~ts tir-,t
publir’hearing.

Williatn,-~ said) "The post of Chief
<+(’ Pt)Ii<’B ,’+, ?)rn,ilig t he l -r,,:+~t 4 .’9i[ + ,’+q!:)

ai~0elntive posts in the City. Tile Cltirter
gives the Council the obligation and the
responsibility of luaking the final d>ci-
sion as to who this City’s chief law ~n-
f o r c e m e n t officer is going to
be. The Council is, by law, thebody which
will be held accountable by the voters
for the actions of that Chief of Police.
This proposed procedure will enable the
Council and the public to know as much
as is possible about the person who will
be Chief of Police.

Actual Council consideration of the con-
firmation of a Chief of Police designate
would be conducted no less than seven
days after receipt of the Committee’s
report and no more than 14 days after
receipt of the report during a special
meeting.

"Further," Williams said, "all pro-
ceedings by the PS&S Committee and the
Council relative to confirmation proceed-
ings shall be in public."

He said this procedure would not only
make the Council accountable to the public
but also the new Chief by making public

ideas and concevt q of how law sholld
be ~nforced,

"R will do much, " Williams said,
"to maintain the public trust in the Po-
lice Department."

The policy is co-sponsored by Coun-
cilman Jess Hare.

BSU REPORT-"SELF HELP"
The new academic year has started

off successfully and wflh the implications
of BSU expansion into new areas of con-
cern. We, the newly elected staff, felt
that the Black Student Orientation was an
over-all success. Many incoming fresh-
men were made aware of the current id-
eology under which the BSU is now op-
erating and they also had the opportunity
of meeting several members of the Black
faculty. It was noted at the first BS0 gen-
eral body meeting that the majority of
those people in attendance were freshmen.

Concerning new steps forward, we have
initiated our first program with respect

to the concept of "Self-Help", bur new
Black Tutorial Clinic. This Is a service
by Black students for Black students,
which concentrates on offering help in
math, sciences, and writing, wlththehepes
of expanding to Include the humanities and
social sciences in the future. The Black
Tutorial Clinic is located In tim Surge
Lab Lounge (MC 303), Monday-Thursday
nights, 6:00 P.M.-10:00 P.M.

We have planned, by the end of this
quarter, to have community alliances and
channels firmly established on a regular
basis. This will be Instrumental in our
goal to strive for self-sufficiency and would
further extend our policy of "Self Help".

The BSU is off on a good foot this year,
but it can only be as great or resourceful
as those who support It. A handful of
workers (regardless of how dedicated),
cannot progress very far, or even main-
tain what has already been obtained. The
struggle for survival has been imposed
on all of us whether we like it Or not
and therefore all of us should make an
effort TO SURVIVE COLLECTIVELY. Stay
posted for the upcoming events listed in
Ujtma. See you at the next meeting, in
November.

Wamuwaya Brooks
Chairman BSU
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On my way home from U.C.S.D.,
I stopped to visit a friend. We talked Why Can lpt We

l and listened to music. As shewas chart-
gin, the music. I glanced at the formerly

Cm mtm ?P~:eda~l:,um~ Thee2~bumg~itlehl~eS~dI’is hungry and you give him a bone, hi Y
hunger is slacked and he does not realize Throughout our history, the white race

Defend yourself from racist attacks!
Look around you. Can your recognize
the enemy. Be careful, he is masterful
in the art of camouflage. Do not join
the complacent majority. Silence means
assent. Awareness of self is not enough.
What good are you when all the things you
hold dear have been destroyed.

The insidious racist propaganda at
UCSD continues to amaze me, however,
it does not render file insensible, as it
seems to have done to many. After one
particularly vituperative event in a class
tel more [nan 150 white and 2O Black (’?)
students, a brother (::’) ~¢as upset that.I
should think the event racist when~in fact
(to him) it was just a factual statement.
But wait, lest I get ahead of myself,
let me tell you about it and you make the
wlgment.

There was this nice white, self-pro-
fessed right wing professor, who insists
he can spot a ’crook’ a mile away and
who believes in calling a "crook a crook
and a spade a spade," who chose as
a lecture topic:* The structure of fa-
voritism m the U.S. legal system. He
chcse to use an anlogg portraying the re-
cipients of welfare and the middle class
and upper classes as antagonist. Now,
tell me truthfully, who do most of America
identify as welfare recipients: Blacks,
Chicanos, and other ehnics, right? This,
refer, dless of the fact that statistics, drawn
by nqneother than tl~ white statistician,
snow that the majorityof people on wel-
fare are, indeed, white. His statement,
the point of discussion here, was that the
Wl;LFARE SYSTEM FAVORS THE RE-
CIl IENTS (i.e., Blacks, Chicanos, other
ethtics and poor whites) OVER THE
MIDDLE AND UPPER CLASS.

Now my collegiate dictionary defines
favor as: "n. 1. a kind act; something
done or granted out of good will, rather
than from justice or for remuneration...
lt. to have a preference for; treat with
partiality." However, when oneofthe stu-
dents, a black female, proved so bold as
to question this bastion of knowledge, this
most respected professor, as to whom
the favor, if indeed it could be considered
to be such, was actually for, she was
accused of either "not understanding the
English language or of pulliug a simple
polemical trick." The fact that the state-
ment itself was polemic (a controversial
argument, doctrine, etc.) did not seem
to, 9nter the mind of tl)e professor, nor,
evidently, any ,)f the :~tudents present.

Even that greatest cSt’ all lib,~ral papers,
t!:,, g.cd .l,I "rrit,)n ’[’im~!>;, -:aw fit t,) [Jull-
lb;h an :~rti,’l,, t,?,’ ’ItTB ,,n the welfare
sy<~t,em i:l AmeN, a. I!,’P, s.e,~ms to’agree,
in the artici% that the way the welfare
syqtem is cc~hstr,l{ (e,I k]n.[ rill/, it does n()
one a fay iF, all,l ill lact, C2II [)e ]lldged
as doing it:; l;arti, il);lnts, a disfavor. /._.’all
you see a system that causes the des-
truction of tens of thousands of families
yearly as doing those families a favor?
But why not begin at the beginning. Lets
talk about the welfare system and pre-
requisites for a minute.

Have you or anyone you know ~ver tried
getting any help from the Human Re-
sources Department (better known as the
county) in San Diego, or any other city
for that matter’} First you fill out 19
pages of the most idiotic and repetitious
questions, turn them in and receive an
appointment to see a worker. Now for
the fun. You must grovel, plead, lie
and do whatever for a period of four
to five days before they agree to investi-
gate you. At this time an investigation
by some curious creep is begun. The
investigator comes out to yo’,r house or
apartment to make sure you area’t living
to good and that you don’t have a man living
in tile home." If she deems you fit (des-
titute enough), you might then be awarded
the pittaace of approximately $135.00 to
$250.00 per month for a family of twO.
However, you must requalify each month
by submitting a WR-7. A form on which
you report everything that has happened
In your life for the past month. Failure
to provide any information the Welfare
Dell. deems necessary could result In
the termination of your case. A threat
carried out with the force of God.

How ungrateful then, are you poor
and wretched Blacks who do not see the
favor that is being done. How dare you
think or even suggest that the real favor
is to the middle and upper classes who
benefit from the appeasement of the poor
and wretched masses. You see, ff a dog

that he is not eating steak. He is happy
because the gnawing in his stomach has
been appeased---temporarily.

The propaganda in this instance arises
not from the point of the Black people
in that class. They know better than to
believe this (at least we hope they do).
The propaganda is perpetrated on the many
bright eyedand iw .... sionable y~ungwhite
students (approxir,..ely 150) who ate that
shit up. Thafs right. They believed the
good professor. After all, who is that
lone black woman to challenge such a man
of learning and prestige. If what she
thought and said were really true, why
didn’t the other Black students supper)
her. Since none of them said anything
in support of her, they must agree with
the professor. (Remember, silence shows
agreement.)

Ths topic here is Surrounded. That
wN" only o~ ol t~ fronts that the rttcl~s
have covered. Let me tell you about
the other points of attack. Alter the class
was dismissed, one lone brother (?) walked
up to the sister after class to talk to
her. I bet yo~ think he told her "right
on sister." ,You fool! He Did Not. He
immediately began to chastise her for
speaking to the professor so harshly, who
.he felt was right on every account. Sur-
rounded!

And then theres that most prestigious
of professors. The Afro-American who,
3 times weekly, condescends to instruct
the lowly Blacks at UCSD in the art of
assimulation and bourgeois lifestyle. You
see, according to him, whether we realize
it or not, that s what we are all striving
to attain. And isn’t the NAACP just the
epitomy of Black Organizations.

Hasn’t the NAACP been responsible
for the progress that Blacks have achieved
in America. Why you ungratefulwretches,
how dare you not give the NAACP the
respect and admiration due them after all
they’ve done for you. (Sound familiar?)
Now this same professor, who at least
twice weekly, speaks to you of "good
hair", all the while stroking his own (a
little psychological evaluation needed
here), seeks to warn you about your-
self. He wants us to understand that
Black folks still aint got their shit to-
gether, that Black folks aint this, and
Black folks aint that, and that Black folks
aint!

This most worthy and honorable Afro-
American professor wants to remind you,
in this class that is at least 15~,~ white,
that you Blacks at UCSD have been sliding
too long and that he gon see that y’all
don’t do that no more. The days of giviug
iuflated grades to Blacks at UCSD has got
to stop and he’s making it his business
to see that it does. Last quarter, one of
the white professors mentioned in his class
that this very same professor told him he
was being too easy on Blacks. Now we
all know that this particular URS pro-
fessor aint gon give you shit anyway.
But our own professor just wanted to make
sure of this. While this writer was at-
tending ~l~bClasses at UC Irvinethis sum-
mer, a young white girl (psuedo-liberal?)
asked about the classes and atmosphere,
at UCSD. It seems that she was told
by her brother (who attends UCSD) that
Blacks were bringing down the quality of
education at UCSD because the professors
were giving them inflated grades." Now,
I wonder where he heard that. Surely
not from our own Black (?) professor--
the surrogate father to all the Black stu-
dents at UCSD.

Remember the letter ofrecommenclation
that the young Black man in the book
Invisible Man by Ralph Elllson received
from the College President. He thought
this other father figure was doing him
a favor by writing it. You know what
he found upon actually reading the letter
don’t you. Yep, thats right. Betrayal.
The topic under discussion is surrounded.

Shambl"

has stripped and raped Black people of
their heritage, claiming credit ~r,r what
Is not theirs. Our music serves as a
prime example.

White America has never had any music
that they are able to call their own.
All of the white man’s contemporary music
is based upon the Black man’s ageless
jazz and blues. They have taken our
original music and molded it to fit their
"rock and roll".

And now they are trying to Integrate
their white bands into our precious soul.
They are trying to capture our music
as they did our ancestors centuries ago.
They are stealing another part of our
heritage.

The Average White Band specializes
in "soul" music. Soul music is part
of the Afro-American musical heritage.
Afro-Americans invented the music; and
up until now, they have run a monopoly
on the soul sound.

Not only is their name, the Average
White Band ironic, but so are the members
of the group. The group is composed of
Scotish, blonde haired, blue eyed boys
minus one. The exception is a Black
American male that plays the drums.
Yet, they continue to call themselves the
Average White Band.

I am no longer patronizing such groups
as the Average White Band. I cannot
and will not contribute to the robbery
of my people’s music. I will no longer
stand for the further robbery of my heri-
tage. I am boycotting all of white amer-
ica’s attempts at raping me and my people.

La Verne Washington

Check Out
Self

As a Black student here at UCSD, I am
becoming increasingly appalled and dis-
appointed at the trend that I am seeing’
in my day to day campus encounters an.(]
~observations. We should all rea!~e_ttat
the ,changes we go through in fhe pursuit
of this higher education is a battle common
to every Black person on this campus,
male and female, light and dark, straight
hair and not so straight hair, tall and short,
thin and not so thin. We as a gross minority
on this campus have but one basic weapon
against our oppressors, ill th~ pursuit of
our goals. That weapon being the unity
and brotherhood that we inherited from o~nr
ancestors long before pale imperialists
enslaved us in these North American boun-
daries. I believe sincerely that we people
of African descent are without a doubt
the strongest, mrgrally and physically, most
intelligent race of people who have ever
existed on this planet. Which is the reason
why we have endured the painand suffering
that no other people have ever been sub-
jected to. We should never forget where
we came from because it is our past that
we must learn from in order to strive
for a better future. As I walk around
this campus I see Black people losingtheir
sense of unity and In doing so forgetting
the rich ancestry that we should all be
proud of. I see Brothers and Sisters exhi-
biting traits of deceit and a plastic quality
that the white man has used to gain and
maintain his control and domination over
everything around him. I see Brothers
shaking each others hand one minute and
stabbing each other in the back the next.
Saying or doing whatever it takes to get
over on one another any way possible.
These are not the traits that have enabled
Black people to come as far as we have.
We have got to respect ourselves as well
as our brothers and sisters. We have
’to be united and for real with each other
without ulterior motives. History will tell
us that we have had to be this way because
so often we have never had anything but
each other. It should be plaIn that these
plastic qualities are the main reason why
the white mane world isbeginnIngto crum-
ble at his feet. It is because his whole
way of life is based on lies, deceit, self-
Ishness, and coerslon of many forms.
What Pm sayIng to my brothers and Sisters
is that we have to be united with a firm
foundation In a for real way because the
only way any of us Is going to make It
Is with the help of each other. If we con-
tinue to allow our Blackness to be diluted
by these traits of whiteness he wllldestroy
us as well as himself.

The ability to express qne’s feelIngs,
desires, thoughts, and reflectlons .should
be viewed as a gift and used to th# fullest
extent. It is with this belief in mind that
I question the apparent communication gap
that is plaguIng a majority of the Black
student body here at U.C.S.D. For some
reason or another, the sisters andbrothers
of this university find it very difficult to
ex~lmnge eoavet, satl~t wlth felIUW mere
bets of their race. There is even an
outi-ageous few who refuse to recognize
the existence of their brothers andsisters
of color by a simple nod or a smile in
their direction. These are the people
who need to be enlightened as to the im-
portance of having good relations with fel-
low Blacks.

I believ,~ that it is through commu-
nication, and communication o n l y, that
unity can be achieved for the Black race.
History can provide us with many ex-

amples that would sufficiently prove that
being able and willing to communicate
with one another is mandatory for the at-
tainment of unity, but I feel that there
is one broad generalization I can make
that would be equally helpful. I believe
that if Blacks had been able to commu-
nicate during the time of slavery, there
probablY would have been many success-
IUl slave uvl:Isals’lhat Would have abselved
many of our ancestors from needless
~ffering. R was because we were not
able to communicate freely with each
other that there was a lack of member-
ship in the few groups that did hold up-
risals, thus they were unsuccesful. The
white man knew the importance of com-
munication, which is why we were not
allowed to learr to read or wri[e, and why
we were not allowed to hold private meet-
ings with one another. Our suppressors
realized that unrestricted communication
wRhin the race would have developed a
strong force against them.

Now that we are able to express our
feelings and desires to one another we
should use that ability. It is through com-
munication that we can form a strong
bond between ourselves, and it is this
bond that can help all of us reach
our desired goals, instead of only a
chosen few. It is also through this
bond that we can make conditions bet-
ter for Blacks here at U.C.S.D.

In the United States Third World
Reoples,including poor whites I might
add, are denied the right tb run their
,own lives, In a time peri6d°when "li-
beral" whites are :eying that racial
matters are ~etting better, the facts

not seem to agree.Third W6Flff
people will seem begin to see how ra-
cist the United States really is , if they
"have not seen this ~lrezd~" Unfortunate-
ly, the U.S. should not be seen as the
only racist country, but this is straying
from the point. Let us consider racism in
California.
. Blacks and Chicanos cannot walk the
streets without worry of being molested
by police officers. Numerous cases of
police stopping blacks without giving a
reason have come to my attention. This
is illegal, but Is it frequently uphelp by
the police commissioner and other po-
lice officials when it comes to their at-
tention. In one case with which I am ac-
quainted the police actually ransacked a
home(without a search warratit), ane ar-
rested the individual whom they sought.

They had no warrant for his ar-
rest and later released him for in-
sufficient evidence.

Chidanos are no less safe~ They,
too, are stopped on the streets and me-

lbsted. An excuse which Is frequently
used is that the Chic.an o Is thought to
,be an illegal allen. Unfortunately, both
the blacks and the Chicanos are fre-
quently beaten on the street and left.
If blacks and Chicanos are treated so
Inhumanely, how much worse must be
the plight of the Amerind.(Natlve Ame-
rlcans)l

ConttouM on Page 7
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Research

The Validity of the Concept of the’New Negro’
by Myrl Smith

"In the bright glow and warm pre-
seenee of the American Dream, all men
are horn free and equal. Everyone in
the American Dream has the right, and
often duty, to try to succeed and to do
his best to reach the top. Its two fun-
damental themes and propositions, that
all of us are equal and that each of us
has the ability and the chance of reach-
Lug the top, are mutually contradictory,
for ff all men are equal, there can be no
top level to aim for, no bottom one to
get away from..." *(1)

According to Harold Cruse (author
of THE CRISIS OF THE NEGRO INTEL-
LECTUAL) "the ideas of one particular
stratum of Negroes on such questions as
race, color, politics, economics, art, Af-
rica, minorities or interracial relations
are pretty uniform. These ideas are ex-
pressed In many different ways but, be-
cause of the fact that the American Negro
exists under the dominating persuasion of
the Great American Ideal, (American
Dream) the philosophy of these Negroes
has not been allowed the dignity of accep-
tance as an ethnic conception of
reality." *(9.) This quote andthe one above
allude to an American Ideal or Dream that
many of our black intellectuals are adopting
as their byword without the realization
that acceptance of the values attached to
the ’Dream’ require an acceptance that
America Is not a nation of equals and by
inferrence cannot be.
Although the presentation of art,poetry,

and literature representative of Black
people whenever presented can be seen
hs a good, and certainly Main Locke’s
book entitled "The New Negro" did this,
my questions deal not with the validity
of the assertions of Black pride and con-
sciousness dealt with in the material.They
deal with the assertions and egocentrism
of the concept of the ’New Ne ..~rro’.

As Huggins said in his book, THE
HARLEM RENAISSANCE, "The problems
with promotions such as those of Main
Locke’s ’New Negro’ is in the metaphor
itself. For whatever promise the new man
has for the future, his name and the ne-
cessity for his creation imply inadequacy
in the past. Like the New Years resolution
and the turning over of new leaves, the
debut of the ’New Negro’ announced a
dissatisfaction with the Old Negro. And
since the Old/New dichotomy is a mere
convenience of mind -- Afro-Americans
were really the same people all along--
the so-called Old Negro was merely car-
ried within the bosom of the new as a
kind of self-doubt, perhaps self hate"*(3)
This quote is, to me, the epitomyofa des-
cription of MaIn Locke and many of his
intellectual elitist friends.

There is no doubt tkat these so called
’New Negroes’ had a contribution to make,
but at the expense of being unrespectful,
one wonders what, outisde of combining
the material in a book--and others have
done this--the specific contribution
of Main Locke was. It is true that (like
Robert Hayden says) the book Itself helped
create the New Negro movement, but ques-
tions have been and continue to be asked
about the true value of the New Negro
movement. It was supposed to be a "con-
figuration of ’new’ racial attitudes and
ideals and the upsurge of creativity in-
spired by them and by the iconoclastic
spirit of the times. (4) The fact that
this so called ’newness’ rose against a
background of fervid Negro Nationalism
which in many aspects arose before the
First World War was not given the atten-
tion that one would expect. Even though
mention was made of Garvey, albeit dis-
paragingly, Negro or Black Nationalism
certainly did not begin with him. He
does however, credit C-arvey with the du-
bious (?) distinction of being a "New
Negro." The nationalistic aspect can be
traced back to such Negro spokesmen who
were contemporaries of Frederick
bouglass, (himself an earlyintegrationist)
such as: Martin R. Delany, Edward Blyden,
Alexander CrummeU, Henry M. Turner and
George Washington~ Williams and even
earlier ones like Nat Turner, etc.

Many of Locke’s assertions about the
newness of Negroes and especially the
"culturaled few", as he referred to him-
self and his Intellectual friends, served
not to bring together black people in a
collective and communal view of. self-
help and self-sufficiency--long a trait of

tribal groups in Africa--but seemed to
point out the abtlRy of some over others
in assimilating the American ideology and
achieving their piece of the "American
Dream". The realities of the situation
were not obvious (obviously) to Locke
and in many ways is not obvious to our
so called leaders today. The reality cen-
ters around the fact that for some to
move up, some must move down. Maybe
the statement pertaining to chemistry and
physics is apropos--"for every action
there must be a reaction". By referring
to themselves as new and godlike, they,
by inferrance, saw the common man and
our ancestors as unlearned and ignorant
of their own culture and heritage. In
fact, later statements attributable to Locke
actually state this.

With notable exceptions, like Langston
Hughes, most Harlem intellectuals as-
pired to ’high’ cultures as opposed to
that of the common man. This could be
seen as an attitude of cultural elitism.
However, many scholars and intellectuals
justify this type of elitism by explaining
the dilema of the black scholar. John
Hope Franklin, himself a noted historian,
refers to the predicament of Du Bets,
Woodson (Carter G.) and Locke as 
epitomlzation of t.~_he role of the black
scholar.*(5) He sai<l.~that the very thing
black scholars sou’glit to achieve, was their
undoing, they sought to prove their in-
telligence to whites as well as the gen-
eral educability of Negroes. Not only
did their attempts at trying to elevate
themselves and those of their group "to
a position where they will be accepted
and respected in the American social or-
der"*(6) fail, they neglected to evaluate
what this could do to the aspirations of
the common man.

Although many "Mro-Americans might
call Harlem intellectuals dietlnigger’ and
laugh at their pretensions, they would also
glow in the reflection of their honor".*(7)
This is a very true statement but what
happens when the people get home and
realize the hopelessness of their own situ-
ation. I imagine the feeling must be
similar to those experienced when
one reads about white people inthe society
page--envy of a distant and unrelated
figure. I do not attempt to pzoject this
feeling to the blacks of the era but it
is recognized that the average leader or
self-appointed spokesman for blacks are
highly reflective of white looks, cultural
taste (assimilated), and dress. The old
expression is also very apropos--"light,
bright, and damn near white". It is true
not only because it was a fact but because
by their own description of Garvey, (short,
black, rotund man with ugly African fea-
tures i.e., wide nostrils, thick lips, kinky
hair, etc.) they must obviously be just the
opposite.

The similarities between now and then
and the early past are fundamental char-
acteristlcs of American racial life that
have provoked the same questions and res-
ponses again and again. "For, as all
who have studied the history, the story
of the African In America will know (and
as those New Negro advocates seemed not
to know) the formulations of racial iden-
tity and culture in the 1920’s were va-
riations on earlier themes which have
persisted into our time."*(8) The things
Locke used to define the character of
the "New Negro" and the era were mere-
ly the same definitions of character and
cultural identity that had been repeated
time and time again, however, he acted
as if they had never occurred before.

Although Nathan Huggins said that the
strands of identity for tile Afro-American
in the ~0’s, especially those intellectuals
like Locke, were,confounded in a tradi-
tion of White/ Blac~ self-concept that
could not be unraveled by simple pro-
clamations of the birth of"NewNegroes",
one is led to believe that that was exactly
what Locke sought to do. He concentrated
on those values (literature, art, music)
which the white man used to evaluate the
worth or status of a people’s civilization,
he also seemed to value the worth of
Blacks according to these rules also. It
is noted by Hugglns and others that unless
the Black’s work satisfied his value of
’high culture’, he would pay little ff any
attention to It. Consequently Jazz
and Blues, as well as some aspects of
politics and economics, were little noted
by him except as a background that "some
race genius might appear and transform

(especiall’y Jazz) into a form of high cul-
ture."*(9)

Alan Locke was not the only N.ew Negro
or intellectual guilty of this condescension
toward others of the race. James Weldon
Johnson (author of Black National Anthem)
and many others had this attitude toward
other blacks who were not in the literary
field and against some who were. For
instance, they often chastized Langston
Hughes for his devotion to and wrRing
of and about the "simple life" (low life
to them) when he was "so obviously ca-
pable of writing better work". Garvey
was another example of Blacks who were
given short :shift by Locke. What he
wrote was very little and quite disparaging.
He saw Garvey and his thought asa"tran-
sient but remarkable phenomenon." Since
Garvey had such an impact on the people
of that time, it became necessary to co-
opt Garvey and his thought as a con-
tinuing evidence of the New Negro.

Garvey came to Harlem alter Du Bois
and Johnson but his coming was one of
the contributing factors in making Harlem
a capitol of an internatinal Black race.
Garvey’s appeal was seen as that of one
appealing to the common man. His message
was simple and unambiguous, "Black
people were (and are) a good and noble
race." In other words, there should not
be a need to disassociate themselves from
their native land, or to accept the white
man’s evaluation of their (our)forefathers
as heathens, savages or animals. As a
matter of fact, many philosophers more
famous than any mentioned by Locke,
(Rousseau for instance) refused to accept
the standard judgement of theBlack man’s
civility and worth. (That Garvey was not
the originator of this thought has been
previously noted.)

Locke, on the other hand, confirmed
what white people had thought of Black
people in the past as well as at that time.
His declaration on the Negroe’s newness
reflects this. "Liberal mindstoday cannot
de asked to peer with sympathetic curio-
sity into the darkened Ghetto of a segre-
gated race life. That was yesterday.
Nor must they expect to find a mind and
soul bizarre and alien as the mind of a
savage, or even as naive and refreshing
as the mind of the peasant or child. That
too was yesterday and the day before .....
There has now come a development that
makes these phases of Negro life only
an interesting and significant segment of
the general American scene." The fact
that Locke admits to the evaluation of
early Blacks in the light of savages,
minds like peasants and children, etc.,
and stating these conditions as belonging
to yesterday, admits that we were as the
white man described us.

In her doctoral thesis on Main Locke,
Clare Bloodgood Crane point~ out many
writings by a white professor and critic
of the writers of the Harlem Renaissance,
Charles Gllcksberg, who seemed to be a
protagonist of Locke. He especially did
not like Carl Van Vechtenor Claude Mckay
for what he termed, their primitivism and
concern for the base things in life. Glicks-
berg spelled out in an article called "Ne-
gro Americans and the African Dream"
what he felt were dangerous implications
of the primitivist mode of writing. He
warned that "to emphasize the emo-
tional-intuitive qualifies of Negroes and
to claim that these characteristics de-
rived from their African racial origins,
was to ’sear the brand of anti-intellec-
tualsism indelibly on the colored race.
He will only debase himself if he pan-
ders to the white man’s desire to cate-
gorize Negroes as a separate race, pri-
mitive, earth-bound, chihtlike in its in-
stinctive impulses and emotional spon-
taneity."*(10)

It seems that in his (Locke’s) attempt
to prove him wrongby stressingthe Amer-
ican influence on the writings of Blacks,
he proved so many other white evaluators
right in their assessment of Blacks. Locke
can certainly not be accused of having a
lot of intuitive Black logic or foresight,
his predictions of our acceptance into the
American system has still not come to
pass, and it is doubtful if it ever will.
I agree with Clare Crane when she said
that "Glicksberg did not understand
Locke’s position on the values to be de-
rived from a study of African Art."*(ll)

Locke seems to be a mass of contra-
dictions and his writing of THE NEW

NEGRO seems to reflect this personal con-
tradiction in his feelings about Black and
African unity. At one" point the com-
parison of the "New Negro" race con-
sciousness and cultural awareness serves
as a distinguishing factor, separatingtbe~a
from the common Black and on the other
hand he sees this as a form of sharing
purpose with the intellectuals and the com-
moner. In a sense, this Is true, since
the New Negroes share the purpose of
integration, at least the writer and cre-
ator of the New Negro sees this as their
purpose. That this was not the pursuit
of all intellectuals and the ’common man’
is very evident in the appeal of Garvey
and his predecessors like Delany, Blyden,
Turner, CrummweU and others like him
to the masses.

Locke, who was an integrationist at
heart, did not really look at the internal
strife and disorder of Blacks in Harlem
during this time° His separations
and judgements of the worth of Blacks
were evaluatively like those of the whites.
His disregard for the politics and econo-
mics of lower class Black life was more
conducive to eventual strife than many
would think. The open and often con-
descending attitude towards emphasis on
the mundane things of life and everyday
relationships of the "common man" served
to remove them from their frame of re-
ference thereby alienating Black people
even more. Their goals, as I previously
stated were not (according to Locke) ea-
sily understood by the cultural few. They
(the common men) seemed better able
to understand the futility of trying
to achieve acceptance in a system based on
the American Dream than did the intel-
lectualso The common man, through men
like Garvey, were advocating a change in
the basic structure of the AMerican sys-
tem and obviously felt a stronger bond
with their ancestors than men like Locke
thought they felt.

There did not seem to be much con-
fidence by Locke or Johnson in Black
people and their ability to survive in
America without the help and patronage
of white philanthropists. Thus the dent=
gratlon of Garvey and other nationalists
who were exponents of self-help and self..
sufficiency through the establishment of
Black enterprises and Black countries.
Johnson (James W.) was very explicit
in this belief when he stated "Not with-
standing, it is idle to expect the Negro
in Harlem or anywhere else to build busi-
ness in general upon a strictly racial
foundation or to develop it to any consi-
derable proportions strictly within the li-
mits of the patronage, credit and finan-
cial resources of the race."*(13) This
was one of the tools of the integrationist
argument of organizations like the NAACP
which evaded issues of economic and na-
tionalist Imperatives of the Black com-
munity . Even the biases of the "New
Negro" were not new since these tactics
using economic dependency as a basis for
remaining in the U.S. and as a basis for
integration existed in the 1800’s and still
does today.

Claude McKay, a writer durIng the
period, and critic of the New Negro o
wasn’t really accepted by the intellec-
tual elite of the 20’s. There were many
basis for the dislike of West Indians by
American Black intellectuals andthe com-
moners, but the main reasons were the
connection to anti-Garveyism and spatial
and economic beudaries. McKay wrote
in hls autobiography in the last chapter
called "On Belonging to a Minority Group"
that one of the main problems he saw with
the Black American was a lack of "group
spirit" or "group soul".

He wrote that the American Negro
group was one of the most advanced in
the world and spoke of the advantages
they hehl that could lead to world lea-
dership of the Negro race. He felt that
the most detrimental factor ~as that of
the wrong idea of segregation held by its
so called "New Negroes". He said,
"Negroes do not understand the differ-
ence between group segregation and group
agregation ..... And their leaders do not en-
lighten them, because they (the leaders)
do not choose to understand ..... The Negro
inteIligentsla cannot hope to get very far
if the Negro masses are despised and
neglected."*(14)

Although Locke seemed to agree wlth
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"TRUTH AND
STRUGGLE"

MAULANA RON KARENGA, founder
and Chairman-emeritus of US recently won
his freedom after spending four years in
captivity in the California Prison System
on a trumped-up charge of assault. Mau-
land Karenga received his BA and MA from
UCLA in Political Science with a special-
ization in African Affairs and is pre-
sently working on his doctorate in Leader-
ship and Human Behavior. An active
community organizer and lecturer, he was
co-convener and planner of all three Black
Power Conferences from 1966-1968. He
also developed programs for and trained
black and brown communityorganizers and
activists at the Social Action Training Cen-
ter in Watts and the center for Social
Action at USC. Maulana is also the ideo~
logical architect of Kawaida, a doctrine of
social change and cultural revolution which
contains the Nguzo Saba (the Seven Prin-
ciples of Blackness). The concept of Ujima
(Collective Work & Responsibility) was ex-
tracted from the Nguzo Saba.

Revolution is rank and unreal if it
is not a collective effort and experi-
ence and if it does not reach and raise
to a higher level each and all of us. Our
freedom as a people is indivisible and
to talk of tile liberation of less than all
is sheer and shallow m~r~sense There-
fore, it is to us a vulgar vision that
conceives and attempts to construct a
world of constant war between womeu and
men, dia metrically opposed and un-
alterably hostile to each other. Man and
woman are one in any real and human
sense and the inauthentic differences that
narrow minds imagine divide us dicho~
tomously are the ones that usually unite
us. For it is aspiritual and physical fact
of no meagre importance that where we
differ most is where we fit together most
profoundly. There is nothing as real or
rewarding as human sharing--not ritual-
istic religion or assumed revolution, ab~
stract individualism or imagined isolated
achievement. And the sharing of man and
woman is second to none in its satisfaction
of this deep and undiminishingneed, a need
that cannot be successfully denied or ne-
gated by anti=female or anti-male asser=
tions to the contrary.

We cannot support separatists moves
which divide our energies and efforts and
attempt dual approaches to liberation. We
as a people are dealing with different
realities and have different priorities than
those who would advocate and attempt to
carry out a struggle, sectarian in its
source, narrow in its notion of interests,
and divisive of our central struggle against
our exploitation and oppression as a people.
Our central and overriding interest and
aspiration is and must continue to be na-
tional liberation as a people--oot in nega-
tion of social liberation of our women, but
as insurance and extension of it. For
true social Ut~ration of woman and man
is possible only after we with other op-
pressed and progressive people have ac-
quired the collective power to dismantle
and discard the false social organization
imposed o n us by the oppressor.

What we do, we must do together as
a people. There are no separate solutions.
Since the oppressor exploits and oppresses
all of us--all of us, men as wellas women
and children--must be consciouslyand vo-
hmtarily involved in our struggle for li-
beration. We alminish and destroy the,
potential and power of our struggle when
we give it names and goals that narrow
the scope and content of our vision and

when we, imagining fragmentation to be
freedom, divide ourselves and our energies
and pursue opposite paths. Liberation will
never come, nor will any revolution be
realized, if abandoning our original as-
piration, we establish new and narrowly
defined priorities, imported and imposed
from a distinctly different context and his-
tory.

We must continuously be aware of and
admit our social shortcomings in our re-
lations with each other. But it Is a
stiff and stubborn fact that we cannot
truly eradicate the objective and sub-
jective causes of our undevelopod and
deficient relations with each other until
we collectively acquire the power to put
an end to our exploitation and oppression
as a people. In order to overcome and
eradicate the false values and distorted
world view of which we are historical
victims, we must struggle collectively and
with other oppressed and progressive
people to transform socz~ty. For it :
in society that we find the major source
of our oppression and exploitation--the
economic and political structures and re-
lotions that deny and deform our develop-
meuL

Certainly, there are unjust practices
among us and we need not wait until the
end of this world or the winning of our
larger struggle before we begin to rede-
fine and restructure our relationships. But
real redefinition and restructuring can only
be taken to the extent and depth to which it
would be taken with the context of our lar-
ger struggle. And that struggle is the funda-
mental and far reaching struggle against
our oppression and exploitation in society.
Through this struggle we will as. learnt.
struggle against ourselves. And we will
ultirnately, not only transform society,but
ourselves as well. Therefore, we say that
the struggle for and achievement of nat-
tonal liberation is a pre-condition for
genuine social liberation of both man and
woman. For it is only through collective
struggle and the gaining of social power
that we can promote social liberation on
the higher human level it demands andde-
serves.It is in this context of national lib-
eration, struggled for and achieved, that
the black woman can, andwill, as~’ourS’
tells us,"become alive to the values and
huge creative potentlalflies she re-
presents."

None of the foregoing argument is to
suggest smug satifactton with our social
organization as it is or to propose a delay
in the moral or revolutionary demand for
the reassessment, redefinition, and re-
structuring of our social roles and rela-
tionships. It is obvious that we must right
now reassess, redefine, and restructure
our whole value system and view of our-
selves and each other. We must alter the
concern and content of our family
structures, review and redefine our con-
cept of man and woman, marriage and
family and make the call for brother-
hood extencFte, include, and complement
the call for sisterhood. Our struggle
requires the collective resources of all~
and we’ve lost allready if we limit or di-
vide our collective energies in the name
of slogans to save fragile male self-
concepts or to mimic and misidentify with
an exclusively woman’s movement. Re-
gurdless of abstract and convenient argu-
ments, hlack men might employ to defend
views in obvious conflict with revolutionary
and humanistic values, our womenare ess-
ential to us in every important way we
are to ourselves. And it is difficult if not
impossible to divide our major interests
and aspirations.

Our women are indespensible to our
collective struggle as a people and to
everything of enduring value that we invi-
slon and achieve. This is why we are
adamant in our opposition to self-defeating
dual approaches to liberation, dichotomous
thinking and all other vulgar and invalid
approaches to social and eamlly relations.
These approaches can only deepen existing
differences and create a climate that
denies us the beauty and strength which
emanate from our interdependence. Some-
where between the imposition of submis-
sive silence by men and the aggressive
shouting of slogans by women lie authenic
answers and expansive possibilities. These
answers and possibilities are rooted in our
own relationships, in the nature of our need
personally and collectively toshare and
fulflU ourselves with and through each
other.

Historically, we black men and black
women have been unkind to each other.

Ujima

We have believed and spread the lies of
of oppressor much too often. We have sent
each other to hospitals, graves andprison*
fought for days like dogs and many times
made mad love lmmediatly attervrardso
We are confused by our contradictions
because we love each other too, and the
depth and dimensions of this love are in-
flnately beyond the words we can assemble
to express and explain it. We charge each
other; and the list of charges is so long
and full of falsehoods and also truth,
It is true that there are some vulgar and
vicious men among us, perverseandpara-
sitic, brutal and em~rissingly inbrotberly
toward sisters as well as themselves.
And likewise, there are among us women
who are equally vulgar vengeful, and deeply
devoid of values and who will without
hesistation or headache collaborate with
the oppressor, to undermine and destroy
the image, strength and creative capa-
city of brothers.

But these brutal and equally brittle
brothers do not and cannot represent
indicate, or indict the character of black
men as a whole, or define the depth of
their commitment to black women. It is
likewise obviously silly and somewhat in-
sane to claim that all or even the majority
of sisters are evil, suffering from the same
slave-minded sickness, and are thus en-
gaged in some ongoing conspiracy with the
oppressor to undermine and destroy our
manhood and capacity for achievement.
The tact is that the contradictory nature
of our existence evokes contradictory
responses to problems both men and wo-
men are sometimes confused intheir com-
mitment, shaky in their sharing and many
times too weak to do anything but wander.
And thus, alienated and alone, they are
vunerable and available for the various
divisive and destructive strategies of the
oppressor. But .we are still a beautiful
people, growing stronger and greater
through constant struggle with ourselves
as well as the oppressor. We’ve given each
other more than we’ve taken, fought the op-
pressor more than ourselves, andare natu-
ral allies, not enemies, in spite of the
hassle, hell. and heartache we experience
in our daily dealings and Life with each
other.

The systematic destruction of our cul-
ture and families thr~w us into clmos,
often co~fused and misdirected our loyal-
tie and called into question our love. But
our love Ires lasted and ve must give our-
selves credit for such an actlieve’memt
against such heavy and horrifyingordoais.
For as Sister Angela Davis says in an
article in the December 1971 issue of
Black Schoiar,"The strong personalbonds
between immediate family members which
oftentimes persisted despite coerced se-
peration bore witness to the remarkable.
capacity of black people for resisting the
disorder so violently lmposod on their
lives".

This is why we accept no dual approaches
to and divisions of our history and strug-
gle, and why the model of an exclusive
women’s or men’s movement does not
appeal or apply to us. Our history must
be told together, for that’s the waywe made
it -- as a whole people, not a people hacked
apart into hostile halves. We struggledto-
gether as black men and women, for the
oppressor oppressed, exploited us all.
And there was no time, place, orpos-
sibility for black women to lie around la-
zily and listlessly at home, like those
women, who became sickening symbols of
luxury and lust, manufacturing and faking
fears, screams and moans to inflate the
emptiness and egos of their sexually
dubious men.

Sisters were out there dealing daily
with it all, fightingoffrape and repression,
poisoning masters and putting a definitive
end to mistresses, running and raging and
revolting side by side with black men. The
sight of Sojourner Truth brought joy and
peace to numerous slaves anxious to follow
her to freedom. Denmark Vesey’s wife
was a vitalpart of his planned revolt of
1829.. Sister Harriet Tubman, the ingenious
and most outstanding conductor or the
Underground Railroad, went South nine-
teen times, And it was she who
would stick a piece in a coweringbrother’s
stomach and tell him he would come on or
stay there, but he wasn’t going back.

After slavery sisters were still out there
in it, dealing with the demands of our
struggle,on a continuous and comprehen-
sive basis.And it is incorrect and insen-
sitive, rank and reflective of an undevelop-
ed perspective to believe and/or assert
that only few black women made any sig-
nificant contribution* that Mary McLeod

Bethune, Rosa Parks, Ruby Doris Robin,
son, and the sisters who led and won the
historic .strike at Oneita are just excel>
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tlons. These are not isolated examples,
but reflective of a historical pattern and
persistence of partnership in struggle, a
brother hood and sisterhood in rage and
revolt. This is why it is false and
unfair, divisive and destructive of our
struggle and collective strength to assert
or support the myths the oppressor has
assembled to undermine and destroy the
Image, wortho and womanhood of black
women.

Many myths have been created to
crush the black woman and destroy her
image, to reduce to rubble and raw sex
her relationship with her men and to deny
and to cover up her contribution in our
struggle to be a free and creative people.
The oppressor has projected her as an
overpowering matriarch and emascuia-
tar of black men. a wild and willtn~ sex
object, and a ready recepticle for the
filth of domestic and foriegu sexual ma-
rauders, And the enduring tragedy of all
this is that many black men and even
some black women have accepted,sup-
ported and even added to these invidious
images and interpretations. We went and
still go for too many games, to many lies
that undermine our love and life toge-
ther. As Sister Toni C Bamhara says in
the November 1972 issue of Essence,
"let some lightwieght myth-maker trot
out some two-cent negative nonsense about
our men and women and we immediately
put if to music and/or film it in techni-
color. Seems like we just love to hear the
uglies about brothers and sisters."

We must begin to unmask such myths,
destroy thRm and liveourlives like we
want to without the interference and im-
position of images by the oppressor The
black woman is not nor has she histori-
cally been a matriarch, looming and lording
over the black man, holding his testicles
tightly in her hands and squeezing at will
with some deep and undiminlshing dis-
regard for his pain and plight. A matri-
arch by definition implies power and autho-
rity that the oppressor would have never
allowed among blacks. For suc]a power
could have been consolidated and e~tend-

ed and thus, become a continuous, more
conscious and capable threat to his racist
rule, exploitation, and oppression.

The image of.. the black matriarch
was invented and imposedbytheoppressor
along wflh the equally damaging one of
the black man as shiftless and irresponsi-
ble. These images yore designedto destroy
at the roots relationships which were con-
tinuing sources of collective consciousness
vital to black resistence and revolt. In
order to suppress the potential and possi-
bilities of resistence and revolt, the
oppressor moved to divide us, destroy
social structures, lives and loyalties and
to provoke and promote permanent des-
sension among us. By being able to in-
dict the black woman and black man and
convince them to azcept and support such
an indictment against themselves, the op-!
pressor was able in great part to divert
attention and attacks from himself and turn
black rage and aggression, to a large
extent, inwards.

Hostile to each other, the black man
and woman often imagine each other to be
the main enemy. Thus, they become vul-
nerable and victims to all kinds of lies
larceny, and cruelty against and by each
other. Wounded in our pride and crushed
by the oppressor in our attempts to a-
chieve and create, we often blame and
strike out at each other, because we are
closer to each other and because the real
enemy and oppressor of us both seems too
powerful to defy and defeat.
Therefore,the oppressor can create the
image of the black woman as one morally
loose and lascivious, rape herrepeatedly,
and convince some black men that she want-
ed it, solicited it, and felt some vulgar
sense of honor as he huffed and puffed
pathetically on her.

In fact, biackwomen have historically
and heroically resisted the white man’s
sexual war against them. And black men
fought and died to defend their women too,
even though the oppressor has methodi-
cally suppressed such history, and_
sometimes we , f’oo ,wonder and doubt.
Black men and women struggled together
coutinously against these sexual assaits.
For taken in its broadest and most sig-
nfflcaut sense, the rapes and attempts
to reduce the black woman to a willing
sexual and social slave wasnever directed
exclusively toward black women, even
though they were the immediate victim.
This was an inclusive war waged against
black men too and the b|ack community
as a whole. It was a continuing terrosim
to teach object lessons to demonstrate
the vulnerability ~f the black woman
and thusthe whole community. It was
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also used to raise serious self-defeating
_and seif-destructive .doubts in the mind
of the black man about his manhood and
his power to move decisively against the
slavemaster in view of his apparent and
agonizing inability to protect his woman.
This was the hope and calculated inten-
tion .of the oppressor, but history reveals
it did not develop as well as he wished.
In spite of the continuous terror by the
oppressor, black men rose up and raged on
resisted sad revolted -- always aided and
supported by sisters who were out front
in the fight for freedom, as well as be-
side and behind their men.

The brutal demands of slave labor,de-
stroyed rigid roles among us,
wreaked havoc on home life and placed
the black woman alongside the black man
in every area of oppression and exploita-

’tion and thus, in every effort for free-
dom. But being outside the house and
engaged in daffy work and struggle placed
the black woman in greater proximity
to the white man and made her more ca-
pable of corruption as well as subver-
sion and support of the struggle. As Sis-
ter. Mac. C.King notes in an article
in the March-April 1973 issue of Black
Scholar, the Black woman’s physical ac-
cess to the oppressor placed her in a
position containing within it the"con-
tradictory human possibilities of betray-
al and devotion." This predicament, as
Sis. King goes on to say, generated sus-
picion, guilt and degradation anq, of course
an unenviable legacy of vicious and in-
vidious images and interpretations of the
black woman.

It is out of this painful predicament
of proximity to the oppressor that the con-
cepts of matriarchy and emasculation of
the black m~n grew. For it was in this
context that the possibility and fact of
collaborations and conspiracy began to
take shape and show itself in various
ways. Thus, one runs into records and
reports of black women helping to thwart
revolts, bartering their bodies for food
and favors, surrendering themselves for
leniency and grinding wearily under the
groteque grooms and moans of the slave-
master. But that is obviously a minority
report and not enough evidence to indicate
the dmractsr or discolor the commitment
of black women to black men and to our
struggle as a people.

Still there are those who through ig-
norance or obviously evil intentions cre.~
ate an alliance between the black wo-
man and the oppressor. It’s from distort-
ed perception that two kinds of people
in this society have always been-free--
the white man and the black woman.
This is not only untrue if the black
wbman on every level and in every sense,
but is tragic evidence of how well the
myths invented by the oppressor have
worked in muddling the minds of numerous
black men. It is myths like these that
often make some black men lie to them-
selves and deny the collective nature of
our oppression and the very real need to
struggle together against our common op-
pressor who dictates our daily lives.

There is no seperate divisible free-
dom. And none of us -- neither black
men or women -- will ever be free until
we collectively and with other proggres-
sive people succeed in transforming so-
ciety. It is both true and tragic that some
black women were allowed access to the
oppressor, for he hoped through this to
subdue them sexually, win them over again,
and use them as agents against the struggle
for freedomof their people.Therefore, he
offered then a few harmless privileges but
never any power. H e provided them with
a few trinkets and other toys and made
some betray trusts ands sacrifice on the
alterof their ignorance and insane hopes or
collective aspirations to be free.

There were the mammies too, who
taking advantage of their access to the
oppressor and the vast and various limi-
tations under which black men labored,
roared as ff they ruled, and were rough
aggressive and difficult to deal with in
their assumed possession of power.
These mammies and their "knock-down-
drag-out" attitude and aggressiveness
are no doubt the historical basis of the
myths of matriarchy and emasculation
attributed to black women. For it was
easy for the politically ignorant toassume
their tenous privilgges were power, their
conditional and limited access to the
oppressor, an honor and achievement and
their raucous scheming some form of rule.

But it is important for us, as a peo-
ple, to understand that collaboration and
mammyism were not the charcteristics
of the black woman during slavery or
afterwards. On the contrary, she was
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characteristically -- as we have outlined of
earlier -- active and commited -- a vital
part of our struggle as k people to gain
our freedom fromsiavery and liberate
ourselves afterwards from the infinite
forms of oppression and exploitation that
followed. It is obvious and unarguable
that we as a people could not have
achieved even what we have~ it not for
the commRment and .contribution of our
women as partners in love and struggle
throughout history. They are not in any
sane or serious sense, Geraldines or Ju-
lius -- not emasculators or underminers,
regardless of the examples of the op-
pressor and his conscious and unconsci-
ous allies assemble and offer to the
contr~ r y.

It has always been the oppressor who
has designed our undoing and destruction
as black men and women. It is the op~
pressor who has devised ways to ruth-
lessly prove and project our powerless-
ness and undermine and destroy our as-
pirations and struggle. Years and genera-
tions of lynchings, castrations, rapes,
ruined lives and buried black bodies are
terrible testimony to the real identity
of our enemy. And this history is evidence
and agony enough to overturn all argu-
ments that the petty though admittedly
painful things we’ve done to each to her
are comparable or commensurate with the
long list of inhuman crimes the oppres-
sor has committed and continues to cim-
mit against us as a people.

We must not cooperate with,shelter,
or share the vile and vulgar images as-
sembled and imposed by the oppressor°
We must rebel against them as we rage
and revolt against the oppressor himself,
against his economic exploitation and his
racial oppression. For it is with the
imposition of these images that he began
to divide, undo, and defeat us.

If we are ever to win in our strug-
gle to transform society, we must win
the struggle against ourselves, against
old ideas that divide and destroy our
strength and deform and undermine our
struggle. It is obvious that we must
move beyond antiquated and orthodox de-
finitions of man and woman, beyond the
homespun and unscientific silliness that
a woman’s possession of ovaries and a
uterus somehow makes her incapable of
understanding the intracacies of life and
the imperatives of struggle andthatthere-
fore, she must mind the home fires and
forget about being anyMtng mgre titan a
good mother and sensuousziwlfe.

Historically, the black woman has proved
there’s more to women than being a pink
playmate, lying around looking empty and
useless and limited in self-assertion to
providing sex and sons for her man. The
black woman is not nor has she ever been
the "weaker sex". Black men and black
women have always been equal; not just
in a human sense but equal also in op-
pression and therefore, equal in the re-
volutionary struggle to rid ourselves of
it. The collective needs and nature of
our struggle have placed us side by side.
regardless of how some of us would have
otherwise wanted it.

The issue of equality is a serious one
and must be solved by our acceptance
of it, or our energies willl be divided
and misdirected and we will exhust our-
selves in struggle against each other. We
struggle against domination by the op-
pressor and we must not dominate each
other. There is no weaker or stronger sex.
We are all equally human and in differnt
times and circumstances are both weak and
strong for reasons unrelated to sex or the
size of biceps or buttocks.We must be
consistemt in our claims and reject every
inequality, especially ~hose argued on the
basis of biology.

The argument for sexual inequality is
based on supposed biological differences
and so is racism. And if we argue in sup-
port of sexual inequality, the argument can
be extended to support racial inequality.
For they are both based on the tenuous
grounds of biology, and are irrational,
somewhat sick and certainly unsuppot-
able. This is not argument for "nmuteri-
zatlon." the elimatlon of all sexual dif-
ferences. What is argued is the elimination
of male privileges and false assumptions
that speak against a woman’s chance to
develop according to her inclination.
Moreover, there is no way we can serious-
ly say we’re for freedom ~nd social e-
quality as a people if it does not ex-
tend to include our women.

Equality does’not mean or imply that
everybody is able physically and mentally
to do the same things, for the are dif-
ferent abilities among women themsleves
as well as men. The argument and strug-
gle for equality is one for the removal

inequalities that are social as op-
possed to physical and mental and that
overdue end to the idiocy that insists
that women are inferior to men andthere-
fore must be submissive and subordinate.
Equality means equalrlghts, opportunities,
and treatment. And it means full parti-

"clpatlon of the woman in any decision-
making that affects and involves her, whe-
ther at home, in a relationship, or in
society.

The task now is not to argue male su-
periority, for on its very face It’s false.
What we must do is accept the human e-
quality of woman and man and redefine
our roles and relationships so that they
are more in harmony with this realiza-
tion and the requirments of our struggle.
It is important to our struggle that we
not take revolutionary postures in terms
of our oppressor and find ourselves bogged
down in reactionary postures in relation
to our women. Whatever dreams of male
supremacy or superiority men might in-
toxicate themselves with, the fact that no
matter how great amanis, he comes from
a women should sober them.

We can no longer talk of our women be-
in "in back" of us in the old sense
of her being a silent, servile supporter.
Our women must become conscious and
commited agents of social change, a.s well
as m~.n. And this requires that the rituals
and relics from the past that provide
articial fortification for fragile male self-
concepts be discontinued. In their place,
we should establish and extend a new more
promising and productive set of reiation-
ships~ To liberate ourselves from the
oppressor requires the full resources of
all our people and to keep our women in
check isolated, ignorant, and inactive is
to insure and buihl the basis for our con-
tinued failure. As Sis. Joyce Ladngr
says in an article in the December 1971
issue of the Black Scholar,"no develop-
ing nation,whether it be black colonies
of the United States or the independent
nations if Africa, Asia, or, LatinAmeri-
ca, can afford the luxury of keeping its
women in bondage."

Bondage does not simply mean slavery
with physical chains and shackles. It can
also and does suggest -- especially in a
social sense -- system~tlc restriction of
growth and freedom of choice. In this so-
cial sense, bondage is the structural de-
nial of movement, meaningful participa-
tion and social advancement, even though
ability and human justice demand it.
We must ask ourselves as men involved
in the historical tasks of liberationandre-
volution what kind of women we want and
need in our struggle as people. Then we
must ask ourselves whether we have the
internal strength to ~verturn ourselves on
prior counter-productive and counter-re-
volutionary posRion with regard to our

women and assume a posture more in bar.
mony with our collective aspirations for
full liberation on every level of life.

We cannot use the specious claim of
women’s need for protection as an argu-
ment against their progress. There can
be no sane and sensible argument against
their gaining a concrete analysis and un-
derstanding of the system against which we
struggle and their becoming also a con-

scious and committed force for our libera-
tion as a people.If we want to protect our
women, it must be done with their conscious
and committed co-operation. They must
be aware of such a need, accept it, and
aid such an enterl~rise by being able to
deal with aspects of their own defense. O-
therwise, they will not understand or ap-
preciate the protection we propose or
attempt to arrange for them,But if they
are conscious and committed, then even
in our absense they can think methodically
and act decisively to defend themsleves,
as well as our collective interests.

Continued in next issue

SBPC
On Friday, October 10th the Student

Body Presidents Council for the Univer-
sity of California met here at UCSD.
The main focus of the meeting was to
determine whether or not Nell Moran,
from UCSB, who had admittedly misused
campaign expenditures and covered them
up, could be allowed to continue to serve
on the council. The charges were bronght
forth by Murv Glass, former BSU presi-
dent, and Moron’s opponent in the presi-
dential election at Santa Barbara.

Blacks at Santa Barbara had struggled
relentlessly to shed light on these mis-
deeds and only after they took over the ca m-
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pus Computer Center last spring were
their voi-es heard by their administrators
who subsequently dismissed the affair as
unimpartazR.

The previous meeting of the council
at Irvine launched an investigation into
the Santa Barbara matter by certain mem-
bers of the council, including UCSD’s re-
presentative Irma Mtmoz. The council
amid strong opposition from Glass and
those UCSD students present, voted to
go into executive session, thereby ex-
cluding non-council members, to hear tes-
timony and the Investigative report. UCSD
students asked their representatives,
Marco LiMandri, and Munoz to boycott
the session, as well as those members of
the council voting in the minority. The
request was honored but the ensueing stale-
mate had left both sessions withouta quor-
um. So UCSD students present rescinded
their request and the session began.

After hours of testimony from Glass
and Moron’s defense team, plus hearing
the report, the council reconvened and
voted not to oust Moran. Afterwards Glass
commented, "Richard Nixon got his start
somewhere." I t is sad indeed that the
council would condone such actions by one
of its representatives. But the attitudes
displayed by most of the council members
make it easy to understand this action.
Score: Racism--far ahead. Blacks--going
down slowly.

A poem of love

A poem of Blackness

A poem dedicated to my

Ebony Woman

Eons of Ebo,dzing Ecstasy

My ebony woman created ecstasy

in her own image

From her image of ebonizing ecstasy

she created her ebony man

Bold, Black, and Beautiful

She told her ebony man

eat not the fruit of white

or you will cease to exist

within the cons of ebonizing ecstasy

She said I am ecstasy

I always was and I always will be

As I exist in the cons of ebonizing ecstasy

I realize Ebony woman, r~y Ebony goddess

That your ecstasy is my Blackness

My Blackness is your ecstasy

And together our ebony love

is endless ebonizing ecstasy

Ebony love
from

Your Ebony man

Poet,
Alan Berroud (565-2902)
comments welcomed

Uncle Harry has

a new log cabin

that is bound

to burn .....
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THI
Well here we are, Fall ’75 at UCSD and
the saga of the Third College continues.
For the benefit of those students new to
UCSD (and also those asleep) we present
in full the Lumumba-Zapata demandspre-
sented on March 14, 1969, tothe Chancellor
and subsequently approved by the Board
of Regents establishing the Third College
at UCSDo

LUMUMBA-ZAPATA COLLEGE

Contradictions which sustained Ameri-
ca in the past are now threatening to
annihilate the entire societal edifice. Black
slave labor laid the basis of the American
economy. Mexican-Americans in the
Southwest and Black people in the indus-
trial cities and the agrarian South con-
tinue to perform the dirty but necessary
tasks of building a society of abundance,
while systematically bemgdenied the bene-
fits of that society. Therefore, we must
reject the entire oppressive structure of
America. Racism runs rampant in the
educational system, while America, in a
pseudo-humanitarian stance, proudly pro-
claims that it is the key to equal op
claims that it is the key to equal op-
portunity for all. This is the hypocrisy
our generation must now destroy.

Having been admitted to the University,
some of us thought we had crashed through
the barriers of racism and economic op-
pression. Instead, we found that we were
accidently the chosen ones, the privileged
few ~ho, according to the powers that be,
are the exceptions that challenge the rule--
the existence of White racism.

This, however, is not the crux of the
problem. The selfindictment of the Ameri-
can educational system lies not so much
in the quantitative exclusion of people of
color as in the quality of what is taught--
to the White as well as to the Brown and
Black student. If the high schools and
colleges are not devising more efficient
techniques of mystifying the students with
irrelevant inanities, then they are con-
sciously subjecting them to aeold-blooded
and calculated indoctrination into a de-
humanized and unfree society. This is
the perversion called mind-raping. In
the case of minority students, it is a mis-
education which has caused us to uncon-
sciously sever ourselves from our com-
munal and cultural roots, if not to be
seduced into thel system which exploRs
our own community. Black capitalism,
especially as formulated by the Nixon
administration, divides the minoritypeople
intc exploiters and exploited, the exploiting
class being the college-trained flour-
geoisle. Each new Chicano or Black
businessman has alreadybeen enlisted into
the war army of exploiters.

Together with our American brothers in
struggle--on the campuses and in
the streets--and with our comrades
throughout the Third World who are in-
volved In wars of liberation, we reject
a system which thrives on military tech-
nology and Imperialist profit. At the
University of California, San Diego, we
will no longer insure the undisturbed ex-
istence of a false institution which con-
sistently fails to respond to the needs
of our people.

Despite the Chicano rebellions in the
Southwest and the Black revolts in the
cities, the University of California, San
Diego, which is part of the oppressive
system, has not changed its institutional
roleo The puny reforms made so far
are aimed at pacifying the revolts and
sapping our strength. We therefore not
only emphatically demand that radical
changes be made, we propose to execute
these changes ourselves!

We demand that the Third College be
devoted to relevant education for minority
youth and to the studyofthecontemporary
social problems of all people. To do
this authentically, this college must ra-
dically depart from the usual role as the
Ideological backbone of the social system
and must instead subject every part of the
system to ruthless criticism. To reflect
these alms of the college, It will be called
Lumumba-Zapata College. Toenhancethe
beauty of the name, we demand that the
architecture be of Mexican and African
style: an d that Its landscape be of the
same nature.
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The bonds for financing the construction
of Lumumba-Zapata College must be held
by minority financial institutions, and must
be offered in suchdenominations that mem-
bers of the minority community may par-
ticipate in the tuading of the college.

In order to guarantee adequate funding
of Lumumba-Zapata College:

1) The provost and/or his represen-
tative shall have review power over the
budget of all the college and institutes.
2) The yearly budget for Lumumba-
Zapata College will be finalized before
that of all other colleges.

Board of Directors

1) The Board of Directors shall make
the final ruling on all general college
policy. It shall dispense and fill all
F.T.E.’s and approve all administrative
appointments. It shall have the authority
to initiate any action or delegate that res-
ponsibility to any group it deems appro-
priate.
2) Each member of the Board of Direc-
tors shall have one vote.

Student Represe,liation

1) The students who serve on the Board
of Directors shall be chosen in a general
election of the student body of Lumumba-
Zapata College, to serve for a twelve month
term.
2) The student representative can be re-
called at any time by a majority vote of
the student body of the college.
3) The student representatives shall be
compensated at the rate of i~% of the
average yearly income requirement of a
college student at U.C.S.D.
4) The student representative shall be
given credit for one normal course per
quarter for each quarter of service, which.
shall be applied towards graduation.

Faculty Representation

1) The faculty representative shall be
elected by the faculty of Lumumba-Zapata
College. He may be recalled at any time
by a majority vote of the faculty of the
college.
~.) The faculty representative’s service
on the Board of Directors shall be equi-
valent to and take the place of his normal
teaching and committee responsibilities.

Provost

1) The provost will be the adminis-
trative head of Lumumha-Zapata College.
2) The two students and one faculty re-
presentative shall make the final decision
concerning the selection of the provost and
shall have the power of recall over him.

In order to compensate for past and
present injustices and to serve those most
affected by white racism and economic
exploitation, Lumum~-Zapata College
must have an en~ollment of 35% Blacks
and 35% Mexican-Americans. Students
must be selected on the t~sis of their
potential by an admissions committee
controled by minority students. The Uni-
versity of California admission require.;
ments must not be used as an instrument
for excluding minority students from or
limiting their numbers in Lumumha-Zapa-
ta College.

All minority students attending Lu-
mumba-Zapata College must be fully sup-
ported with funds supplied by the Uni-
versity to the extent that they will not
have to work or take out loans.

The following is a general outline
of areas to be studied at Lcmumba-
Zapata College. So far, what edrcation
the few minority students have received
has been from a colonial perspective.
We now seek to learn about ourselves
from a minority perspective.

1. Revolutions

In the United States, minorities have
been excluded from government decision-
making and must now develop an original
system of self-government and the means
of actualizing them. Black and Brown
people have become the vanguard of social
change because they constitute the most
oppressed sector of American society. It
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will include such authors as Lenin,
Nkrumah, Marx, Malcolm, Fanon,
Padmore, Che Guevara, and Mariano
Azuela.

2. Analysis of Economic Systems

The understanding of the economic ex-
ploitation of minority peoples in the United
States will entail in depth analysis of the
I’.istorical and contemporary development
of capitalism in the Western world, in-
cluding the crucial roles played by colo-
nialism, imperialism, slavery, and geno-
cide. Only in this context will it be pos-
sible to arrive at the reasons why mi-
nority people serve as a special labor
reserve or "fill", distinct from the white
working class. Statistical research is
needed to determine the economic con-
dition of the minority community and also
research application to guarantee sound
community economy.

3. Science and Technology

In this field, emphasis will be placed
on the basic sciences as preparation for
research in areas related to the satis-
faction of human needs. This obviously
excludes .the theoretical inanities taught
at Revelle College as well as the mili-
tary research conducted at Scripps In-
stitute.

4o Health Sciences and Public Health

Minority people in the United States
have a far shorter life-span than whites
and suffer diseases peculiar to oppres-
sed people, In tropical countries where
people of color live, research Into the
diseases peculiar to the geographical areas
have been extremely inadequate. Courses
should emphasize this long overdue re-
search, as well as the social application
of this research.

5. Urban and Rural Development

Minority people have suffered much
more than whRes in the American tran-
sition from a producing agrarian to a con-
suming industrial society. The migration
enmasse of minority people from country
to city provides the most important key
to understanding the acute contradictions
today between urban and rural life.

In the near future some fifty American

cries will have a Black population of over
51% of their total and in the Southwest
s~me five million Chicanos will reside.
These people live in the so-called inner
city, the area of greatest exploitation and
therefore of greatest explosive potential.
The problems of the inner city are so
deep that only revolutionary change will
create a just solution.

Among the topics to be covered are
housing, transportation , environmental
control, nutrient procurement and elimi=
nation of wastes, and fair government.

6. Communication Arts

Black Arts have flourished in sr’!te
of protracted oppression. D prived of
native languages, Black people Imve de-
veloped new ways of communicating with
words, gestures, and music, employing
the most diverse art forms. This area
should encompass all the performing as
well as the fine arts including such mo-
dern arts as film-making and being aware
of the beautiful creativeness of our Brown
forefathers, we demand that Indo-Hispano
art be included within the Communication
Arts program.

7. Foreign Languages

Of the European languages, we regard
Spanish and French as the most important
since they are the second language of
most people of African descent. The Chi-
cano people have suffered a great cultural
deprivation by the down-grading of the
Spanish language by the Anglo teachers
and administrators. We would, of course
urge strong emphasis on African, Indian,
and Asian languages.

8. Cultural Heritage

This area will emphasize the rich
cultural heritage of all people of color.
Exploration will be made into the tradi-
tional roots of culture to uncover that
which was buried under European as"
slmilatlon. Each culture will be studied
and appraised in its own frame of re-
ference.

9. White Studies

Courses in this field will emphasize
the negative as well as posRive elements
of the history of Western civilization.

Continued on Page 8

THIRD COLLEGE
AT A GLANCE

The communal feeling that was once an
evident characteristic of Third College
has been slowly deteriorating for the last
couple of years. But Third, under the
guidance of two new deans--Fred Hen-
derson, associate dean and Dan Munoz,
dean of students-hopes to improve its
general atmosphere. Bringing back this
communal feeling is the goal of this year’s
new Third College deans. Worklngtogetber
with the Third College Council and all
students, staff, and faculty; in the words
of Fred, they hope to "create a positive
image of the college via active student,
staff and faculty participation."

It is known fact that Third College has
been lacking in representation on the dif-
ferent campus-wide committees. As a re-
sult, activities are planned and money is
appropriated without concern for the gen-
eral populace of Third, especially those
students of color. This is very unfor-
tunate because the students have no one to
blame but themselves. Mere Third College
representation will not bring about sudden
changes. On the otherhand though, the
students will have a say in the implemen-
tation of the policies and practices that
govern their behavior while students at
this institution.

A list of the committees that lack Third
College representation are posted in the
dean’s office on Mathew’s campus. The
Registration Fee Commltte, the Council
of Undergraduate Affairs, and the Housing
and Food Service Advisory Committeeare
just some of the campuswide committees
with vacancies. There ;..~,the- TI~
College Judicial Committee and the Third
College Activities Committee, whose main
function will be to utilize campus monies

to sponsor different noon time activities
and programs with a "Third College fla-
vor."

All persons interested in participating
in any of the above named committees
should contact Fred in the deans office.
In the words of Mr. Henderson, "the
experience to be gained by actively par-
ticipating on any one of the different com-
mittees is invaluable."

In its beginning, Third College was
supposedly a "community-oriented" col-
lege whose underlying philosophy was
based on meeting the needs of the stu-
dent. In recent years this notion has seem-
ingly slipped by the wayside. Together, we
as Black students, can make Third College
the college that it was designed to be. If
we all do our share the load will be light
but the gains will be many. The future
lies in OUR hands.

The Third College Council, presently
has six new students for the coming year
in the likes of , Cheryl Cobb, Cheryl
Mason, Nwachuku Anakwenzie, Bobbie
Arterberry, Casper J. Glenn (Chip), and
Jesse L. Lopez. The council presently
meets every Monday at 4, o’clock in the
dean’s office. These meetings are open
and the Council appreciates all student
input.

The United States Foreign Service is
now accept i n g applicat ions fro m graduat lng
students of color to act as assistant am-
hassador’s to Foreign Countries. This is
an opportunity to learn a foreign language
and culture of the country of your choice.
The pay rate begins somewhere in the vi-
cinity of ?ll to ?12,000.00 per year.
For more Information, see Fred Imme-

diately.
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Dr. John Moore
The Herbal Way

by Joseph 63X

Dr. John Moore, veteran hobo, Her-
bologist and NutrRionist, who has been
studying the secrets of herbs since he
was twelve years old, explained why Black
Americans have a high count of heart
disease. "There seems to be something
in Dark people. We have strayed away
from our natural selves and have adopted
the artificial way of the European. From
the time that the earth was first set in
motion to the time of Imhotep of Egypt
who was the world’s first nerbelogist
and Doctor, herbs were used to protect
us by strengthening our resistance to di-
seases and curing us when we caught
them."

This excerpt from an article that ap-

peared in "Nature’s Way" magazine
seems to echo Dr. Moore’s theory. "In
South Africa, one third of all white people
have diverticular diseases, and their inci-
dence of heart disease is the highest in
the world. On the other hand, among
black Africans who are still eating their
traditional diet, high in fiber, ischemi
heart disease is almost unknown (30
cases out of 40,000 admitted to one hos-
pital in 11 years). In African hospitals
treating rural Africans, not one case of
diverticular disease has been seen in 120
hospitals queried, and 94 doctors said
they had never seen a case of heart
disease° Yet those Africans who live
in cities, and eat the western diet avail-
able there, are showing up more and more
frequently with diverticular disease and
heart attacks."

In his hillbilly accent, Dr. Moore con-
tinued. "Herbs as a natural food and
curative can aid Dark people in revol-
ving back to their traditional selves. With
inflation hitting America, especially Dark
Americans, my message is that a knowl-
edge of the use of herbs for food pur-
poses is one of the keys to our survival."

The gentle giant, who weighs about
245, pointed out that there is plenty of
food in the parks of Americancittes where
Black people are the majority, "Dan-
delions, Poke salad, Salsify, wild roots,
berries and nuts are many of the nutri-
tious, delicious and inexpensive foods that
grow in urban parks."

Dr. Moore, a tireless conversational-
ist, noted that, "last year I went to Mt.
Morris Park (A.K.A. as Marcus Garvey
Park) and gathered 236 pounds of pro-L
tein filled chestnuts. Go on the other"
side of George Washington Bridge, within
sight of the Empire State Building, and
you can pick wild, mouthwatering straw-
berries."

As a hobo, Dr. Moore traveled from
’state to state, sleeping and eating out
of the box cars of frolght trains, ga-
thering knowledge of herbs and books
about herbs, "that are 312 years old,
donated to my trust." When he was ten
yeers old he studied the art of child
delivery under Black midwives. They
taught him that Tropical Yam couldhe used
for birth control and that Red Raspberry
could ease the pain of childbirth. When
he m fifteen, he left home to begin
a life of adventure on the road, hitch-
hiking and ~meaking train rides through-
out the South.

He is now the Minister of Cultural
and Domestic Affairs for the Hobo In-
ternational Society which has a member-
ship of about two million. The H.I.S.
started in 1870 but was called the Inter-
national Itinerant Migratory Worker’s
Union. Later, in 1906, the name was
swRched to Hobos of America, Inc. A
couple of years later, R was given its
present name. "Ex-boxing champ Jack
Dempsey and famous poet Carl Sanburg
were members of H.I.S. during their life
time," Dr. Motire, boasted.

Presently, Dr. Moore teaches an even-
ing course "Herbs for Health and Sur-
vival" at Hunter College in New York
City. He also teaches a course in Herb.-
elegy at U.C.L.A. (University at the Corner
of Lenox Avenue) which is located at 101
West i25th Street between Adam Clayton
Powell Boulevard (A.K.A. Seventh Avenue)
and Lenox Avenue. This unique and in-
dependently-run institute o f learning also
sells herbs and books about herbs.

Dr. Moore was given an honorary
doctorate in "World Survival", therefore
earning the title "Doctor", from New York
UniversRy’s Weinstein Center for Student
Living where he spoke on "Survival in the
Twenty-first Century." He also revealed
his precious gem of a secret "Hobo Tin
Can Cooking" to the California Institute
of Technology. in 1971, he worked with
Picel Products, inc., a small Black com-
pany which manufactured the UKAMA
Comb. Dr. Moore was the Herbologist
there. He took care of the health needs
of the employees and w~s the head of
the research department.

Ruby Dee, famous actress, is one of
the many celebrities that has benefited
from Dr. Moore’s wisdom. Joe Chris-
topher, ex-right fielder for the New York
Mets teaches a course on the nutritional
value of raw ]dices at the University
at the Corner of Lenox Avenue.

Importance of
Medicine Men

Dr. Moore receives mail from all
over the world from students and masters
of herbs. He is working on plans to
exchange ideas with the Soviet Union,
China and Australia. "I’m not inter-
ested in these countries politics", he ex-
plained, "just their bushes and herbs."
Dr. Moore is making arrangements to
send some of his students to rural Uganda,
an African nation, to study under herbal
medicine men. "Some of these men have
been practicing herbal science for over
half a century", he said. African and
Indian medicine men are often brought
into Dr. Moore’s class to lecture.

Dr. Moore believes that the traditional
medicinal doctor and modern doctor should
"combine their skills to fight diseases in
America." He added that "the Chinese
are using modern drugs and ancient her-
bal remedies to cure the ills of their
people and the average Chinese has better
health than the average American." Dr.
Moore’s opinion is "that the American
Medical Association does not want to see
~an alliance hetwee n H erb01ogists and I
modern doctors because of their raxrow
minds and false sense of superiority."

Of course not all modern doctors agree
with the American Medical Association.
Dr. Anderson, M.D. has a medical prac-
tice out in Mill Valley, California and is
a member of the American Medical As-
sociation. He gives his pregnant patients
Raspberry tsa to ease pptns of child-
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birth and uses Golden Seal to treat duct
wounds, ulcers and even gangrene. He
also intends to study at the only accre-
dited herbology institution in the world,.
Dominion College, a Canadian college for
Naturopaths.

Dr. Moore has created a herbal mix-
ture of garlic and honey that can heal
bed sores and he knows of a herbal oint-
ment that can draw a bullet out of a
wound. "Thirty years ago", the doctor,
who was horn In Caddogap, Arkansas,
reflected, "there were no free medical
clinics. There were no Medicaid and
Medicare programs. So Dark people used
their knowledge of the medicinal contents
of herbs. And those that used these potent
remedies and continued using them can
still see without using glasses and have
their own teeth.’ Then the youthful and
healthy looking Dr. Moore, relecting in
no way his fifty-and-some years, said
in a very distrubing tone of voice, "To-
day people are wearing glasses and getting
false teeth in their early teens."

Dr. Moore envisions a great place
in the Black communRy for the use of
herbs. The many afflictions that sweep
through the Black community like vul-
tures have Black youth’s flesh and blood
literally dripping from their claws and
fangs. Dr. Moore said that for every
disease there is a herbal cure and that
the Bible mentions some of them. "The
Reverend does not stress nutrition to his
congregation," he stressed, sounding
somewhat like a Baptist preacher himself,
"But his Bible is full of wisdom on nutri-
tion and the proper foods to eat."

Dr. Moore said that there was one stu-
dent in his class who gave credit to one
of his herbal mixtures for helping stay
strong in his fight against drugs. "Metha-
done is bad for the addict because it de-
stroys the bone and cell structure of the
body," Dr. Moore explained. "It is in-
natural things like methadone, white flour
whRe sugar, and other refined products
that are causing Dark people to Inclineto-
ward freakishness.

Healing Power

By using herbs to clean the systen,fasting,
he can cure the worst jun0kie.One of his
students was afflicted with sickle cell an-
emia and Dr. Moore gave her atonic made
from natural cherries mixed with bark
from an herb that grows wild in the woods
of Kentucky. It was not long before every
trace of the disease was wipedout. "There
are herbs that can help an addict lose his
taste for drugs, alcohol, tobacco, and to
curb his or her gluttonous eating habits."
Dr. Moore declared, "Of course, I am not
dealing with nothing spooky or magical.
Using herbs alone will not make the bad
habit vanish° There must be a will to want
to quit." Dro Moore has seen cases where
diabetes was cured with Yarrow, a flower
that produces a natural insulin. "Straw-
berries and huclkeberries boiled as area
is also good for diabetes," he suggested.

Dr. Moore has writtena pamphlet "Hobo
and herbology", which contains herbal re-
medies and his p~.ilosophy about herbs and
life in general. In about six years he in-
tends to publish a 2,600 page book about
herbal remedies that go way back to slavery
time. "White people got a lot of their
herbal knowledge from slaves," he said.
The book will also Include herbal re-
medies translated from Swahlll to English
for the first time. When questioned a-
bout whether a book so large would be in
the economic range of a black person,
Dr. Moore quipped,"R will cost about
ten dollars, no more than the average
Black person would pay for a quart of
whiskey on a Saturday night."

Dr. Moore does not intend to stay in
New York too long. He is making plans to
set up a school in Baltimore, Maryland.
R Is his desire to "teach my people and
others this life-saving knowledge." He
said that white people are preparing for
their survival "They are going back to
the land. Black people are the ones who
are breaking their necks to get to the city."
he said. He emphasized that white writers
are turning out health books by the
thousands and that the shelves of white
hooks stores are overflowing with health
books. "Black writers need to wrRe on
thts vital field as much as they write peo-
try, novels, and plays," he 8aid.

Dr. Moore is shout teaching his people
how to live for the revolution before dying
for it. "We live in a system that grows
everything last and puts poison in ferti-
lizer rather than use natural fertilizer like
cow dung."the doctor concluded. "People
must return track to the natural garden that
God gave them and rebuke the bad copy
that man has created."
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Lumumba Zapota ...

But we are students at U.C.S.D.
Threfore we must consider the condi-
tions bere.U.C.S.D, is a YmlcroeosmlJ
of San Diego and California. When Tnird
College was first proposed the "good"
citizens of LaJolla protested. Their pro-
tests were centered around the proposal
that Third College would be a college
which emphasized the "uplifting’’ of Third
World peoples. Many students at U.C.S.D.
are not aware that some black and Chicano
professors have ~d.~to go to court in
order to buy property in La ,olin.

Some time ago the Amerinds here at
U.C.S.D. staged a protest and presented
certain demands. A demand, according to
W~ebster’s dictionary, is that which right-
fully belongs to you. These Amerinds were
virtually ignored, mainly becuase there
were[.Qnly a few of them at U.C.S.D. In
the United States there are only 28 or so
Amerinds who have Ph.D’s. Last June,
U.C.S.D,’s Literature department gradua-
ted a female Ph.D. who they have virtually
refused to hire. their reason for refusal
is that department policy frowns upon the
hiring of a graduate from the department.
However, they have done so in the recent
past, for at least one,,whlte,Ph.D, graduate.

Last spring a big issue at U.C.S.D. was
the ease of Cleo Malone, the former
Resident Dean of Muir. Much publicity
was given to smudge his name. However,
when it was recommended that allcharges
against him be dropped, little publicity was
given to this. This is a slap in the face to
all minority faculty, staff, and students at
U.C.S.D, especially to Cleo.

Minority students recieved low grades
in classes simply because theywere mino-
rities. Graduate students have also
experienced racism at U.C.S.D. Sometimes
this racism is blatant. Thus Third World
graduate students have formed a coalition
to gut ~with racism at U.C.S.D.

These are just a few of the examples of
racism at U.C.S.D. It is obviousfrom these
examples that racism is abundant and
occurs to faculty, staff, graduate students,
and undergraduates. With all of this racism
here, what would you expect to occur when
U.C.S.D., seeks to name a buildingor cam-
pus.LumumbaZapata College has so far
been dropped as a name under con-
sideration for Third College. White people
here worry about the racism in Boston
schools and have yet to deal wRh the racism
at U.C.S.D. Chancellor McElroy has said
that he would not support the Lumumba-
Zapata College under any circumstances.
I ask him why and welcome his response.
Blacks, Chicanos, Amerinds, and Asians,
when will U.C.S.D. racism stop? It must
stop somewhere! I appeal to all minority
faculty, staff, graduate students, and un-
dergraduate students to unite and stop
ra¢’ism at U.C.S.D., beginning with the
naming of Third C¢,llege. It’s original name
was Lumu~rfbaZapata College. Do not per-
mit that name to be changed without good
reason. Otherwise, the next racial issue
at U.C.S.D. may be your dismisal, as it
was for Cleo Malone. Stop the spread of
racism at U.C.S.D., beginning with the
naming of LumumbaZapata College. Blacks,
Chicanos, Amerinds, and Asians; faculty,
staff, and students; unite, immediately!

Ad Hoc Committee for Tl~rd WozldQr~tdlts
ate Students

The UJIMA newspaper

is accepting research

papers from all students

faculty g staff.

Writers, Typists, and
photographers are

needed to work on

UJIMA.

Deadline is Nov 12th

xSend any correspondence

to: P.O. Box 109 B-023

La Jolla 92093
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Ujima Group Wed 4 pm MC 302
BSSO Wed 6 30 pm Student Center
BSU First Thurday of Every Month
BSU Exec Comm Thurs 7 00 pm Student Center
Black Gospel Choir Tues and Thurs 7 p~n
Man B--210 i

Thursday Nov 6th

Brothers & Sisters ! ! !
Check out the

BSU M E ETI N G
8:00 pm APM2113 Be there in the name of Blackness ! !

Third ...
¯ If you are a Third College student, need-

less to say a major transformation has
taken place in the five years since then.
indeed a very complex chain of events
has led to the present day situation. How-
ever some very simple attitudes were
the catalysts. Quite frankly, the UCSD
administration never has and never will
support a college as designed in Lu-
mumba-Zapata, or even an approximation
thereof. Only the pressures of the times
Caused the acceptance of the demands~
This shouhl be understood first and fore-
most. The reasons for their non-support
are obvious, as the simple parable of
divide and conqu,2r motivates their dis-
dam for a college geared toward bringing
tc, gether large numbers of people of color
i~: an aedemic setting. ~condly, the Pro-
vest of the college was duped into be-
lieving that admitting large numbers of
~,hRes into the college would assure the
attainment of permanent facilities for the
college. Such a prostitution of principles
has only resulted in the further decay of
the original concept. Furthermore ad-
ministrative sources indicate that Third-
Fourth college merger may soon be in
the making. And so the pages of history
books can be filled with the saga of Third
College.

Thus Third College may well be in it’s
eleventh hour. Third College students
should all realize, that unless we raise
our voices in protest, the on-going pro-
cess will continue. We must not all ow
the isolation of our College at the New
Mesa Apartments to destroy our SENSE
of community. We must take over the
new facilities to insure our right to them.
We must return tothe mandates of Lu-
mumba-Zapata and seek to increase the
numbers of students of color at Third.
And finally we must call on the College
council to assert our views and to re-
structure the college governance scheme.
Our only weapon against destructive at-
titudes is to apply pressure on all levels
to make these people understand that we
have the right to determine our destinies,,
()therwise, our silence will loudly concede
our loss of another piece of ground gained
in the previous years of struggle.
"r~e Supreme Court has pending before
it a case of so-called "reverse discri-
mination" against whites by institutions
seeking to alleviate disparities in repre-
sentation of people’ s of color. We all
know that to balance a 400 year long im-
balance somebody will have to give way

¯ to accomplish the greater goal of equality.
However, if the above case is won, then
we will return to the days of openly denied
access to those most in need. And be-

lleve me, if Blacks and Browns are si-
lent, R will be won. The parallel with
Third College should be more than ob-
vious. Either we must stand up and fight
so that we may make known our position
on our state of affairs or sadly face the
painful thoughts of what we have done for
our children.

Research...
the evaluation as far as their leadership
abilities are discussed, his attitude, and
consequently that of the New Negro, since
he is the author of their thought, seems
to be one of condescencion and patronage.
He saw, "the possible role of the Ameri-
can Negro in the future development of
4.frica as one of the most constructive
and universally helpful missions that any
modern people can lay claim to". This
tone is highly reflective of the one the
white man uses when. he is describing
the patronage and philanthropic gestures
towards the Black community. The feeling
that without their subsidizing, black people
would never have made any progress.

Even this patronizing attitude of theNew
Negro is not new or substantively differ-
ent than that held in previous times by
the mulatto sons and daughters of the
slave masters. They fought the same kind
of internal and external war of Black/White
and Old/New dichotomies as a new kind
of people. Like his early predecessors
and J.W. Johnson, Locke was not able
to "transcend the limits of his time or
his own class background". As expo-
nents of interracial philosophy~ they in-
stinctively suppressed feelings of cultural
nationalism. They didn’t seem to realize
that through the patronage of whites and
denial of strict heritages from Africa,
they would pay a price of untold value
by loss of contact with the mass of Black
people. Much of the Interracial intel-
lectual movement was onesided since many
of the whites, like Van Vechtenand Glicks-
berg, co-opted the spiritual and aesthetic
material by using lt~ to show their own
liberalness and for self-gioriflcatinn.

Throughout his paper, Locke empha-
sized the powers connected with Intel-
ligence and education, thereby constantly
reinforcing on the minds of the general
public that they, the New Negroes, were
something very special and should be re-
verenced and looked upon as saviors of,
the unlettered masses. His own parti-
cular explanations of literature, art and
poetry throughout seemed like a vast ego
trip in contrast to that of people contri-
buting articles. For Instance, his con-
stant references to the ’thinking few’,
the ’thinking Negro’, ’the new inteilectnal’~
’more intelligent and representative ele-
ment’, ’the new mentalitlf, ’the cultured
few’, etc., serve to identify him and his
chosen few as the self-appointed but some-
what nonchalant leaders of the yet un-
awakened masses. He has elected him-
self as the articulator of the masses since
he knows what they need and want even
though they don’t really know themselves.
He is truly a philosopher, since most
philosophers generally know what the po-
pulace needs and wants and don’t mind
telling them what it is.

His assertions that "only a relatively
few enlightened minds have been able to
rise above the prejudice" and thereby
recognize the dlscrepanclse of the Amer-
ican system "intelligently*’ are more
statements that serve to enlvmee his and
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his cronies status in the eyes of Blacks
and whites. It Is ironic that many of the
whites whose writings were displayed in
his hook seem to recognize and attach more
importance to our cultural heritage than
does Locke. Barnes, in his introduction
to "Negro Art and America" speaks of
the "psychological complexion of the Ne-
gro inherited from his ancestors and which
he maintains to this day. His art is so
deeply rooted in his nature that it has
thrived in a foreign soil." He spoke of
Art forms characteristically Negro
and objects of pride.*(15~ Locke, on th~
other hand, says " only by the mis-
interpretation of the African Spirit can
one claim any emotional kinship between
them ..... what we have thought primitive in
the American Negro--his naivete, his sen-
timentality, his exuberance, and his im-
provizing spontaniety are then neither cha-
racteristically African nor to be explained
~ts an ancestral heritage."*(1Q They are

"the result of his "peculiar American ex-
perience in-American experiences which
could only have come through the emo-
tional upheavals of its trials and ordeals".
Consequently, there can be little, if any
influence of African Art upon the western
African descendants.

In a further attempt at disassociation,
Locke suggests that young Negro Ameri-
can new artists should look {o European
and not to African art for "inspiration
and guidepost of a younger school of
American Artist". This is only another
,f the many contradictions that abound in
a book devoted to enhancement of things
Black and of a new race consciousness
and pride of the New Negro.
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